Monte Carlo codes and equation of diffusion were successively, used to simulate the physical, and physico-chemical, and chemical steps that to estimate the simple and double strand breaks produced on a linear and hydrated DNA model by an incident photons beam. The increase of the biological effectiveness, between 150 and 550 eV, is mainly due to the variation of photon cross section upon the Kionisation threshold in O,N,C atoms of DNA. In this study we present yields of main radiolysis species (e -aq, H, OH) as function of time, then parameterised by the concentration of solute such formicate (HCOO -). Moreover, we show that, with the same number of absorbed photons, the evolution of breaks as a function of energy reaches a maximum around 450 eV.
INTRODUCTION
The interaction of a mono-energy photon beam with matter induces point energy deposition. The latter then participate in the formation of a group of radicals which, after diffusion and reaction with the molecules of biological interest (cytosine, adenine, guanine, thymine), cause lesions and consequently genetic alterations in the Molecule of DNA [1] . We consider in this work: -A break simple stand (C.S.B) is recorded when a direct ionization takes place on the grouping sweetens -A break stand-in stand (CDB) is defined by a rupture simple sprig on every chain of the stand-in helix at the inside of a maximum distance of 10 pairs of cousin [2] . The direct effect of the photon incidents are analyzed by the methods of Monte Carlo step by step [3] , while the indirect effect is treated by of the equation of diffusion to calculate the concentrations and the radiochemical yields of the different radiolysis species. Although it is less precise, it has the double advantage of reducing computation time and memory space [4] .
MODEL DESCRIPTION
To simulate the biologic environment, we consider linear DNA fragment of B type constituted of 41 pairs of bases, whose properties are summarized in the table 1 [5] . The hydration envelope is adjusted with the help of modelling molecular Biosym software [6] . The whole is relaxed by the molecular minimization algorithm using the method of the biggest slope of the system potential energy, and inserted in the centre of a three-dimensional grid containing the water bulk; and the formate concentration varying between 0 and 2 moles by liter of water. The incidental photons are uniformly issued and perpendicularly to a plane surface, to a distance of 8 nm of the DNA center, privileging the direct effect of the irradiation thus in this range of energy (150-550 eV) as it can noted in figure 1. It is necessary to note that at the time of simulation of the ionization and excitation processes, it is taken account of the heterogeneity of the middle as well as the diffusion of the radiolysis spices created to the neighbourhood of the volume targets.
Figure1: Geometry of the Irradiation of the Fragment of DNA
MATIMATICAL MODELS

Stochastic Model of Monte Carlo
The Monte Carlo method of the type step by step is adapted perfectly to the study of the physical and physic-chemical evaluation phases of the energy deposited in the target volume, to the extent that we consider the path λ that an electron can traverse in a heterogeneous milieu and the probability of interaction with a given entity.
) (E  is the range and is given by the relation:
Where: R is an arbitrary number equally distributed between 0 and 1. i N is the number of atoms or molecules of the type i by unit of volume.
is the effective section of interaction of the type j on the atom or the molecule of the type i for an incidental particle of energy E.
P is the probability for that an incidental particle interacts with an atom or a molecule of the i component, knowing that there is interaction.
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by atom or by molecule, the probability so that the interaction is of the type j, knowing that the interaction takes place with the i component, is thus :
During simulation, the point of interaction being fixed, we will have an interaction with the i component if i verifies:
and the interaction will be of the type j on the i component if j verifies: At the end of the physical stage (10 -15 Second) the irradiated molecules are in an excited or ionized state [7] whose fate is drawn by probabilities indicated above. With regard to, the cross sections of biological interest molecules [8] , we adopted the correction introduced by Laverne and Pimblott [9] . 
Thus, we exploited the rays of VDW presented by Burkert [10] for the simulation of the electrons transport in the biological environment.
Diffusion Equation
To reduce the calculating time machine, relating to the study of the chemical phase, we chose a deterministic approach based on the resolution of the diffusion equation [ 11 ] . ), considered as the algebraic sum of terms representing, following the chemical reaction taken in consideration, the impoverishment or the production of the species of the type i:
represent respectively the production of species i following the dissociation of w, and the reaction of the species l with the species j. 
Discretizing the Diffusion Equation
To solve the equation (9), it is necessary to discretize it, that is to say, to replace it by simple algebraic equations expressing the same physical information that can be solved numerically. For this, converts the equation (9) in an integral equation by applying the weighted residuals method:
The choice of the test function W (X, Y, Z, t), and integration of equation (11) cause algebraic equations such that the concentration C i in a point P (C iP noted), the center of a elementary volume within the computational domain, is connected to those of the points E, W, R, Q, S, and N center of neighboring elementary volumes considered (Figure 2 ).
Figure 2: Immediate Neighboring of an Elementary Volume Inside the Three-Dimensional Grid
To access this formulation we have used the continuous finite element method [12] , [13] and the method of centered differences [10] . Thus, the explicit method can replace the equation (11) 
Calculation of Equation (12) Coefficients:
For a point P situated inside the three-dimensional grid, integrating (11) on the following ranges:
provides the coefficients A P , A E , A W , A R , A Q , A S , A N and K relating to the equation (12) 
ΔX , ΔY, ΔZ are spaces step in the three directions of the three-dimensional grid.
Δt is the time after which the changes in the concentration of a given radiolytic species are evaluated. The boundary conditions on the extreme points of the domain used to associate their coefficients whose value varies according to the position of the elementary considered volume [10] . Following integration of equation (11) on all the elementary volumes of space concentrations, we obtain another matrix system by block, whose resolution by the method of generalized Thomas matrix calculation (called TDMA) is immediate [14] . Also, we give a detailed attention to the calculation of the 
DATA OF THE PROBLEM TO BE TREATED
Photoelectric Effective Sections
In the range of considered energy (150-550 eV), almost 99.5% of the interactions are photoelectric [8] ; also, at the time of the calculation of the free course and the different probabilities of interaction, we used the efficient sections established by Cullen [15] , whose representation in Figure3 is corrected for the mean atomic composition of each element in a nucleotide of the nucleus, DNA. 
Figure 3: Photoelectric Efficient Sections Expressed by Nucleotide
The middle atomic composition of our fragment of DNA est : Carbon 10, Oxygen 6, Nitrogen 4, Phosphor 1, hydrogen 11,.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In this study, we were interested on the one hand, to the photoionizations produced on the carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms in view of the important proportions that they represent in the composition of the DNA and its envelope, On the other hand, to the outcome of the radicals created and their contributions to the formation of single and double-strand breaks as a function of energy.
Direct Effect
Between 0 and 600 eV, the free mean path is less than 1 nm. This results lead to close interactions at the level of DNA and its hydration envelope. Indeed, as we can see in figure 4 , between 250 eV and 340 eV the number of direct CSBs goes from one to two times of its initial value. This is due to the predominance of the number of carbon atoms per nucleotide, and to their cross-sections raised at this energy level. Moreover, between 350 eV and 450 eV, the effect of the ionization threshold-K of the conjugated nitrogen at a relatively large proportion of atoms per nucleotide results in the creation of a maximum of CSB. Below the ionization threshold of carbon (290 eV) and above the oxygen threshold (540 eV), the photoionization is mainly done with liquid water, whose relatively small cross-sections confirm the number Restricted fractures at the level of the curve shown in figure 4. The analysis of figure5 shows that the single-strand breaks are greater in the hydration layer compared to those recorded at the DNA level, which has inspired us to undertake the study of the yields of the three main spices as a function of time ( Figure 6 ).
It is deduced that the more the number of radicals is, the more the DNA subunits are attacked for a concentration  and Cs low. The maximum protection of the DNA is reached for  = 20 molecules of crystal water per nucleotide and Cs = 0.7 liter / mol of formate solute. Finally, we compare our results with those obtained by a purely stochastic method (Figure 7 ). An acceptable agreement between the breaks recorded by the two approaches is evident. 
CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
Our conclusion to the evaluation of radio-induced damage at the level of the DNA molecule as a linear model is distinguished from those carried out numerically by Vrigneaud [8] , in that it uses a deterministic method to study the Indirect effect of irradiation on the biological environment. This has the consequence in the elaborated software, the taking into account a maximum numbre of chemical reactions, a finest spatial step, while retaining the advantage of a lower calculation time. Moreover, the computer memory space helping, the extension of this method to the study of a more elaborate model such as the nucleosome is conceivable to approach a little more to the actual course of events.
